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Quasi-axisymmetric (QA) device combines the advantages of both tokamak and stellarator, and

thus, it can be considered as a disruption-free tokamak and it excites the interests of the fusion

community. Alfvén eigenmode is an important issue for magnetic confinement fusion because it

enhances energetic particle (EP) transport and degrades heating performance. Nowadays, a QA

device named CFQS is being constructed, and the first plasma will be generated soon[1,2]. Thus,

the research of EP related instabilities in QA configuration becomes significant and urgent.

The present research is devoted to the simulations of Alfvén eigenmodes in CFQS. The sim-

ulation is conducted using MEGA which is a hybrid simulation code for EPs interacting with a

magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) fluid. The equilibria are calculated using HINT code with boot-

strap currents 20 kA and 5 kA, respectively. In the 20 kA bootstrap current case, 6 islands appear

on the edge, while in the 5 kA bootstrap current case, the islands disappear and the magnetic

field on the edge region becomes stochastic.

A global mode with mode number m/n=3/1 is excited under the presence of islands, and it

is identified as a global Alfvén eigenmode (GAE). Some other components (n=3 and n=-1) are

also strong because of strong mode coupling. The mode growth rate increases with EP pressure,

but the mode frequency of 78 kHz does not depend on EP. In the saturated phase, frequency

chirps down. During the frequency chirping process, a hole-clump structure is formed in EP

phase space, and the frequency of particles in the hole-clump also chirps down.

Another global mode with mode number m/n=5/2 is also excited without islands, and it is

identified as a toroidal Alfvén eigenmode (TAE). Similar to the GAE case, strong mode cou-

pling happens, and the mode growth rate increases with EP pressure but mode frequency of 125

kHz does not depend on EP. In the saturated phase, the frequency of the dominant branch chirps

down, and the frequency of the sub-dominant branch chirps up. The orbit frequency of particles

in the hole-clump also chirps down (and up) simultaneously.
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